Perfect Pairings

Bark << Dymo

Use tile in unconventional ways, two or three colors of wood look planks together to create a dramatic look that will make your modern makeover one-of-a-kind.

For something unexpected, mix two or three colors of wood look planks together to create a dramatic look that will make your modern makeover one-of-a-kind.

One of the most popular trends for floors and walls involves a play on pattern. Incorporate herringbone instalations, contrasting grout colors, or texture for ultimate tile style.

DESIGNERTIPS

For something unexpected, mix two or three colors of wood look planks together to create a dramatic look that will make your modern makeover one-of-a-kind.

One of the most popular trends for floors and walls involves a play on pattern. Incorporate herringbone instalations, contrasting grout colors, or texture for ultimate tile style.

For something unexpected, mix two or three colors of wood look planks together to create a dramatic look that will make your modern makeover one-of-a-kind.

One of the most popular trends for floors and walls involves a play on pattern. Incorporate herringbone instalations, contrasting grout colors, or texture for ultimate tile style.
PORCELAIN & CERAMIC TILE

HAVENWOOD
- Saddle
- Platinum
- Dove
- Beige

MOSS GREY
- Exotic Blue
- Deep Bark

BELMOND
- MERCURY
- OBSIDIAN
- PEARL

CAROLINA TIMBER 6X36
- White
- Saddle
- Grey
- Beige

BELMOND
PORCELAIN & CERAMIC TILE

OPTIMA

CREAM

GRAPHITE

GRAY

OLIVE

OPTIMA CREAM 24X24 MATTE, OPTIMA GRAPHITE 24X24 MATTE, OPTIMA CREAM 12X24 MATTE, OPTIMA GRAPHITE 12X24 MATTE
Now available in 12mm floor, walls... and yes, countertops will evolve this year with Stile™.
TREND ALERT:
White marble is all the rage - whether you desire a work of art from Mother Nature herself or prefer a white hot knockout from Q™! White marble looks offer a palette that is style neutral but off the beaten path.

- Emily Holle, Style Maven

WHITE MARBLE

- Q™ Calacatta Classique
- Q™ Calacatta Verona
- Q™ Carrara Marmi
- Silver Wave Granite
- White Macaubas Quartzite
- Arabesca Polished Stile

FROM CLASSIC TO MODERN DESIGN STYLES, THIS TREND IS DEFINITELY ONE OF OUR CURRENT OBSESSIONS.

BOOK-MATCHED PORCELAIN SLABS creates a wow moment.

SLABS & COUNTERTOPS

STRIKING MOVEMENT

"The color white is dominating the design scene and with good reason! White marble looks offer endless design possibilities with its style-neutral palette. From classic to modern design styles, this trend is definitely one of our current obsessions."

- Emily Holle, Style Maven
SLABS & COUNTERTOPS

- BABYLON GRAY CONCRETE
- CALACATTA LAZA
- CALACATTA LUCCIA
- CALACATTA PEARL
- CALACATTA TAJ
- CALACATTA VENICE
- CALACATTA VICENZA MATTE
- BLANCA ARABESCATO
- BLANCA STATUARIETTO
- BLANCA STATUARIETTO
SLABS & COUNTERTOPS

- CARRARA CALDIA
- IVORY CREAM
- MANHATTAN GRAY
- FOSSIL GRAY MATTE
- MIDNIGHT MAJESTY
- MIDNIGHT MAJESTY CONCRETE
- GRAY LACQUON CONCRETE
- PORTICO CREAM
- ROLLING FOG

New Concrete finish available!
SLABS & COUNTERTOPS

FLORIDA WAVE
BELVEDERE
AZUL TREASURE
AUDACIA

MIDNIGHT FUSION
MAJANALOA
KALAHARI
GRAY CANYON

ZERMATT
TANZINITA
MOJAVE SAND
Often referred to as the “jewelry” of tile design, mosaic tiles offer endless possibilities to create unique and stunning spaces.

**Mosaic Magic**

Steal This Look
Create a rug pattern for extra special design details

**Designer Tips**

1. Mosaics make great floors
2. Hexagons are trendy but familiar
3. Don’t forget your mirror wall

---

**Mystic Cloud Herringbone**

**Neptune Interlocking 3D Mosaic**

**Henley 2” Hexagon**

**Bianco Arabesque**

**Black Pebble**
MOSAICS

BIANCO DOLOMITE

DOTTY

GEOMETRICA

CHEVERON

2" HEXAGON

4X12 SUBWAY

WALL: DOTTY FLOOR: GEOMETRICA

REVASSO RECYCLED GLASS

STATUARIO CELANO
3X6 SUBWAY

STATUARIO CELANO
2" HEXAGON

STATUARIO CELANO
INTERLOCKING

SILVA OAK
2" HEXAGON

SILVA OAK
INTERLOCKING

STATUARIO CELANO INTERLOCKING

TARVOS
INTERLOCKING

ZODIA
INTERLOCKING

TEXTALIA
HERRINGBONE

TEXTALIA
3X6 SUBWAY
MOSAICS

STIK™ WALL TILE

ROMAN BEIGE
EMPERADOR BLEND
EMPERADOR SPLITFACE
WHITE QUARRY
ARCTIC STORM
CALACATTA CRESCA
GOLD RUSH VENEER
MIDNIGHT ASH
GOLDEN HONEY
WINTER OAK VENEER

GEOMETRICS

BLOCKI GRIGIO
BLOCKI BLANCO
TETRIS NERO PATTERN
TETRIS BLANCO PATTERN
SKYLINE STAKS
MOSAICS & WALL TILE

HIGHLAND PARK™

- ARTISAN TAUPE
- DOVE GRAY
- MORNING FOG
- WHISPER WHITE
- PORTICO PEARL

ARABESQUE
2X6 BEVELED
HERRINGBONE
2X6 BEVELED
3X6
4X12

ANTIQUE WHITE
2X6 BEVELED
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TOUCHABLE TEXTURE

From subtle contrasts to bold statements, accent walls offer architectural detail that delivers undeniable style and personality.

DESIGNERTIPS

1. Touchable texture adds architectural detail.
2. Mix it up by installing ledger panels vertically.
3. Wrap your new grill island in ledger panels for standout style.

Tierra Ivory

Calacatta Cressa 3D

Glacial Black

Arterra Porcelain Pavers Praia Crema

Wrap your new grill island in ledger panels for standout style.

Touchable texture adds architectural detail.

Mix it up by installing ledger panels vertically.

From subtle contrasts to bold statements, accent walls offer architectural detail that delivers undeniable style and personality.

Tierra Ivory

Calacatta Cressa 3D

Glacial Black

Arterra Porcelain Pavers Praia Crema

Wrap your new grill island in ledger panels for standout style.

Touchable texture adds architectural detail.

Mix it up by installing ledger panels vertically.

From subtle contrasts to bold statements, accent walls offer architectural detail that delivers undeniable style and personality.
STACKED STONE PANELS

4X16 STACKED STONE PANELS

- Arctic White
- Golden Honey
- Golden Rush
- Alaska Gray
- Roman Beige
- Gray Oak 3D
- White Oak 3D
- Coal Canyon
- Arctic Golden
- Silver Travertine
- Premium Black
- Sierra Blue

6X24 STACKED STONE PANELS

- Sky Gray
- Iceland Gray
- Philadelphia
- Alaska Gray Multi

DEKORA PORCELAIN PANELS

- Carrara White
- Palisade Grey
- Midnight Mount
- Keywood Multicolor

DESIGNERTIPS

Stacked Stone will be hot for 2018, now perfect for backsplashes (indoor and out). Smaller formats and porcelain versions are now available in a variety of looks.
HARSCAPING

ARTERRA™ PORCELAIN PAVERS

BETON ANTRACITE

PRAIA GREY

VULKON GREY

GOLDEN WHITE

FOSSIL SNOW (24X24, 12X24, 12X12 PATTERN)

VULKON GREY

ARTERRA Premium Porcelain Pavers